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Weinberg's second law:

If builders built buildings the way

programmers wrote programs, the first

woodpecker that came along would

destroy civilization.

from: Murphy's law and other things that

can go wrong.
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Summary

Characteristics of sodium nitroprusside infusion in pigs
have been studied in order to define how an automatic
adaptive blood pressure controller could best be
designed.
Three types of controllers have been used to induce
hypotension; manual control, a controller developed
by L.C. Sheppard and the first version of an adaptive
controller.
This report describes the system set-up, the protocol
used during the experiments and the three types of
controller.
It was found that automatic controllers can be very
useful and reliable.
The steady state characteristics of sodium nitro
prusside infusion can very well be describ~d with an
exponential function. The dynamic characteristics
resemble those of a second order system with time
delay.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The object of anesthesia, or narcosis, is to bring
and keep the patient in a state suitable for surgery.
This means that the patient should, generally, be
unconscious (asleep), feel no pain and his muscles
should be sUfficiently relaxed.
With the use of anesthetics the anesthetist brings
the patient into this state and on the basis of
observations and signal measurements, keeps him
there.

1.1. The "Servo Anesthesia Project"

The major goal of the "servo anesthesia project" is
to investigate to what extent automation in anesthesia
is possible and appropriate.
Automation relieves the anesthetist of a number of,
mostly, routine tasks and might decrease the number
of accidents.
The project started in 1974 and is a cooperation between
the Leiden University Hospital Anesthesiology department
and the Eindhoven University of Technology medical
electrical engineering group. In this project both doctors
and engineers work together.
During the last years a patient monitoring system, using
a microcomputer, has been developed of which data-
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acquisition and error - and trend-detection of signals
were the major subjects to be developed and inves
tigated ~lom 1979J. The system has been operational
for several years and at the end of 1981 a new,
completely modified version is gOlng to be tested

in Leiden [Hengst, Kramer 1980J •
This report describes the first experiments in which
the system is actually allowed to control the patient.
The mean arterial blood pressure was to be controlled
by means of computer controlled sodium nitroprusside
infusion. Normally this is done by means of manual
control by the anesthetist but because of the great
attention and accuracy needed for such a control,
a reliable automatic controller would be very
convenient.

1.2. Characteristics of sodium nitronrusside infusion

.Sodium nitroprusside (SNP) is a potent vasodilator
which has been extensively studied since the beginning
of this century and has been widely applied in clinical
practice for about 30 years. SNP infusion decreases
the arterial blood pressure very rapidly by increasing
the internal diameters of the third and fourth order
arterioles (15 - 42 microm.) while the internal
diameters of venules are not affected [LongneCker 1979J •
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Sodium nitroprusside has no significant effect on
left ventricular pressure, end diastolic left
ventricular pressure, dP/dt-max, cardiac output and
wall stiffness of isolated rat hearts with con-
stant rate, preload and afterload fmeiner 1975J.
Characteristics of GNP infusion in relation to the
mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) in the steady state
(dose-response curve) could not be found in the
literature, the shape of the impulse-response
(dynamic response) however was known ~heppard 1976J.
SNP infusion shows a very fast reaction (15-60 sees.)
while the full effect takes about 5 minutes to
develop ~heppard 1978J. The response times when SNP
infusion is stopped are in the same order. This makes
SNP an ideal control mechanism for an automatic
controller.
In 19 Yorkshire pigs characteristics of sodium nitro
prusside infusion were studied in order to define
how an automatic adaptive controller could best be
designed.
That these experiments had to be done with animals
ought to be clear, the reasons for choosing pigs how
ever are:

- The whole system of heart, arteries, veins and blood
circulation of pigs resembles that of a human being
very well.

- At the Leiden University Hospital there was great
experience with pigs used for experimental purposes.
Pigs are relatively inexpensive compared to other
large animals.
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1.3. The automatic blood pressure control project

The patient monitoring system as mentioned in para
graph 1.1. has been used for this project. A brief
description of the system is given in chapter 2.
The software (computer programs) already available
consists of a number of tasks which are either run
by entering keyboard commands or they are entered
in the tasktable by the clock interrupt subroutine
or by other subroutines [van der Aa 1978J •
The whole system runs on real time basis. For the
purpose of this project the software has been extended
with subroutines for the computer controlled infu
sion pump and the control algorithms.
Subroutines for floating-point to fixed-point con
version and vice versa have been added as well as
subroutines to read numbers from the keyboard and
write them to the video display. The number of commands
in the keyboard handler has been extended with a
set of pump-commands and two coomands to display a
scaled step - or impulse response.
The SNP infusion could be controlled either manually,
by Sheppard's controller (the first automatic control
ler already used in clinical practice), or by the
adaptive controller.
The adaptive controller is a first concept of an al
gorithm using an estimated patient sensitivity towards
SNP infusion to calculate· the SNP infusion rate.
When more knowledge about SNP infusion characteris
tics is available this algorithm will probably be
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modified.
Figure 1.1. shows in a simple way the whole system
set-up. MAN stands for manual control, SEEP for
Sheppard's controller and AUTO for the adaptive con
troller.
The protocol for controlling the mean arterial blood
pressure is very simple:

- A setpoint (lower than the initial MAP) has to be
entered.

- MAN - and SHEP control can be started immediately.
- AUTO control can start after the -variance of the

estimated sensitivity has an ecceptable value.
- Instantaneous switching between MAN -, SHEP - and

AUTO control is possible.
- Control - and sodium nitroprusside infusion charac

teristics can be displayed.
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Figure 1.1. The control system
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1.~. Description of thesis work

The experiments were done at the Physiology department
of the Leiden University Hospital by a team;
dr. N.P. de BruUn (Leiden), dr. R. N~huis (Leiden),
ire J.A. Blom (Eindhoven) and the author (Eindhoven).
Computer programs have been developed and/or modified
as well for the real time system used during the ex
periments as for PDP-11 systems for off-line pro
cessing. The adaptive controller was designed by
ire J.A. Blom. Equipment used within the system was
modified if necessary.
The characteristics of SNP infusion, steady-state
(dose-response curve) as well as dynamical (step -
and impulse response), have been given a first evaluation.
A comparison of the three controllers on the basis
of measuring results has been made as well.

note:

Financial and material support were given by the Nether
lands Prevention Fund and Philips I-ledical Systems
Division.
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2. METHOD

2.1. Introduction

First the monitoring equipment and other equipment within
the system is described. A list of all signals stored
on cassette-tape is given as well. In the following
paragraph the experiment is described, i.e. the pro
tocol of the experiment is given. Finally the off-line
data processing is described.

2.2. Monitoring - and other used eguipment

The equipment used can be divided into two groups.
The first group consists of all the equipment within the
computer system. The second group consists of monitoring
equipment normally found in an operating room. A special
place takes the computer controlled infusion pump
that has been added to the first group but in fact
belongs to the second group as well. Table 2.1. gives
a list of all equipment within the computer system

[Blom et. ale 1981]'

1. A DEC LSI-11 microprocessor with:
- 8 K core memory (for program storage) and 16 K

MOS memory (for data storage and buffers).
- 3 serial interface cards (for terminal, cassette

recorder and infusion pump).
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1 parallel interface card (for numeric display).
- a 32-channel analog data acquisition card,

ADAC 600-LSI-11.

2. A video display terminal, Lear Siegler ADM-1.
3. A custom built 16 channel numeric display unit.

Every channel consists of a three digit number
and decimal point. At the flip of a switch another
set of 16 channels is selected. Every number can
be blanked or may blink.

4. A custom built modem, operating at 1200 Baud, and
an inexpensive cassette-recorder with remote start/
stop (any type). Both writing to and reading from
tape are possible, but not simultaneously.

5. An lMED model 929 computer controlled volumetric
infusion pump which can operate with 1 ml/hour
infusion rate increments. Data is transfered in
the form of ASCII characters over a RS-232 serial
communication link, operating at 9600 Baud. (jumper
selectable)

Table 2.1. Computer equipment

Figure 2.1. shows the system organization of the
above described equipment.
Table 2.2. gives a list of all other equipment used.
Similar equipment can normally be found in any operating
room.
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-32 - AID
analog - numeric

converter
inputs - display-
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microcomputer rL cassette
memory recorder

..... interfaces
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key
board
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pump

video
terminal

Figure 2.1. System organization

1. Philips ventilator AV1.
2. Philips electronic airway pressure monitor.

3. Philips electronic volume monitor.
4. Godart capnometer (C02 . signal).
5. Godart rapox (02 signal).
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6. Philips 4-channel cardioscope rffi-4.
(oscilloscope for displaying: arterial pressure
EKG, CO2 concentration and the venous pressure)

7. Two Philips mainframes ~ontaining:

8. Philips 2-channel alarm recorder AR 200 for regis
tration of the arterial pressure and the CO2 signal.

9. Philips display monitor MD 600 for the following
signals: systolic arterial pressure, mean arterial
pressure, mean central venous pressure, core tem
perature, cardiac output and heart rate.

10. Philips EKG module.
11. Philips temperature module.
12. TvlO Philips pressure modules (venous - and arterial

pressure) using A}ffi 840 strain-gauge pressure
transducers.

13. Philips cardiac output computer.

14. A Medtronic external nacemaker.

15. A IL 701 thermodilution cardiac output system.

16. Several RAZEL infusion pumps for administration of
pancuronium, pentobarbital and adrenaline.

Table 2.2. I-Ionitoring - and other equipment

All outputs of the monitoring equipment are connected
to the analog inputs of the A-D converter. All signals

have a range of 0 V to 1 V. If this range was not
available, a simple converter (using OPM'lP's) was used
for signal conditioning. Before entering the A-D con
verter every signal passes a fourth order low pass
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filter (cut off frequency~ 40 Hz.) in order to eliminate
superfluous noise. When a wider frequency range is needed,
for example in case of the EKG signal, the filter can
be bypassed with switches.
Table 2.3. gives a list of all signals that are re
corded every 15 sees. on cassette-tape. If a signal
is derived from other signals by means of calculations
or when it is fully derived from the computer program,
it is marked with ~).

Other signals have just been processed by the error 
and trend-detection algorithm and the scaling
algorithm. If a signal is displayed on the numeric
display it is marked with ~~).

- systolic arterial pressure ~).

- mean arterial pressure ~).

- diastolic arterial pressure ~).

- mean central venous pressure ~).

- cardiac output (pulse contour) ~).

- heart rate (from arterial wave) ~).

- heart rate (from EKG) ~).

- end expiratory CO2 concentration ~) ~).

- inspiratory CO2 concentration ~) ~~).

- end expiratory 02 concentration ~) Ea).

- inspiratory 02 concentration ~) ~~).

- maximum respiration pressure ~) ~~).

- minimum respiration pressure ~) ~~).

- tidal volume.
- core temperature ~).

- RATIO~) ~). (see chapter 4.)

AREA ~) :E:E ) • "

- C 310) ~:lE). II

SETP 3£) :n=). "

- flowrate sodium nitroprusside ~) I:lE).
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- time (clockticks) ~).

- comment count ~).

- event count ~) ~).

- diathermia flag ~).

Table 2.3. List of recorded signals

The arterial pressure wave, the EKG, the CO2 concentra
tion and the venous pressure wave are displayed on
the cardioscope. The CO2 concentration and the arterial
pressure wave are continuously recorded on paper on
the alarm recorder (x-t recorder).

2.3. Experimental protocol ke BruUn 1982J

19 Yorkshire pigs ranging in weight from 18 - 35 kg.
were premedicated with azaperone 1.5 mg/kg i.m.,
0.012 mg/kg atropine i.m. and etomidate 4 mg/kg i.v••
After endotrachial intubation light anesthesia was
maintained with nitrous oxide 70% in oxide adding
0.5% halothane in a spontaneously breathing animal.
One of the carotid arteries was cannulated for blood
sampling purposes, a catheter was introduced into
the abdominal aorta via the femoral artery for the
arterial pressure measurements. Venous catheters were
placed in the right external jugular vein for venous
pressure measurements, anesthetics - and sodium nitro
prusside infusion. A 7F introducer sheat was placed
in the left external jugular vein for the Swan-Ganz
catheter.
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At the end of this short surgical procedure halothane
was discontinued and anesthesia was maintained with
nitrous oxide in oxygen (2:1) and pentobarbital
4 mg/kg/hr. Neuromuscular block was accomplished with
a bolus dose of pancuronium 0.5 mg/kg after which
a continuous infusion was started of 4-6 mg per hour.
The animal was mechanicaly ventilated aiming at an end
expiratory PC02 in the normal range (35-40 mmHg).
A triple lumen Swan-Ganz catheter was placed in the
pulmonary artery and, in some of the experiments,
an endocardial electrode was placed in the left ventricle
under X-ray control.
Both blood pressure transducers were fixed at 10 cm
above the operating table.
Blood gas and acid-base measurements were carried out
at regular intervals and corrected for temperature.
CO2 -, 02 -, respiration pressure - and blood pressure
signals were calibrated at regular time intervals
as well.
Cardiac output was determined by means of the thermo
dilution method and by means of the pulse contour
method [Smith 1974]. The thermodilution method was
regarded to be the most reliable, but not available
continuously. Rectal temperature was monitored
and kept at control by means of a warming matrass.
The SNP solution used was a standard solution of
100 mg in 400 cc glucose 5%.
After calibration of all signals and a stabilization
period a dose-response curve for SNP was obtained
by infusing 0,1,2,4,6,8,10 and 14 microgr/kg/min.
At each infusion rate sufficient time was allowed
to reach a steady state. The steady state was defined
as a change of NAP of less than 2 mmHg over a period
of three minutes.

Then the three types of controllers were allowed to
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lower the mean arterial pressure to a predetermined
setpoint in a randoQ sequence. At this setpoint a
number of interventions to destabilize MAP were taken
to study the behavior of the control algorithms. Several
methods to destabilize MAP have been used:

- Infusion of adrenaline (0.04 mg plus 0.048 mg/hr).
- Occlusion of the renal arteries.
- Bleeding; 500 cc of venous blood was withdrawn

from the animal and returned later.
- Random pacing. Several pacing frequencies were tried.

No clear increase or decrease of the mean arterial
pressure was observed, although the pressure wave
form was quite irregular.

- PEEP (Positive End Expiratory Pressure) - ventilation,
(10 cm H20).The end expiratory pressure was kept at
10'cm H20 by the use of a PEEP valve in the venti
lator exhaust.

Adrenalin infusion and PEEP ventilation proved to be
the most reproducible methods. Adrenalin consistently
raised nAP, often dramatically. PEEP consistently
lowered MAP, although often not very much or only
temporarily. The other methods either showed little
or no effect, or the effect could not be reproduced.
Only two methods to destabilize MAP were possible
per experiment, because of the time needed by the
controllers to restabilize MAP and the time needed
to regain the original state.
At the end of the acute experiment a second dose
response curve was obtained.
Each experiment took about seven to eight hours.
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2.4. Off-line processing

Off-line processing is done after completion of the
experiment. The cassette is taken to a computer centre,
either at the Leiden University Hospital or at the
Eindhoven University of Technology, where another
cassette-recorder and modem are available. After en
tering the cassette data into the computer, a Fortran
program creates comment -, data - and event data files
from the cassette data. A complete record of the ope
ration as typed in at the keyboard, including all
times and error messages can be printed. A printing
program is available to print data in a customer spe
cified format. Plotting programs are available to
plot all recorded data in a format specified by the
user on a Tectronix graphic display as well as on a
hard-copy plotter. Included in all plots are a time
scale, times of comments, events· and error messages.
Another progra~ makes a list of all event data.
Appendix A gives a list of all programs and their
description. They are available and operational both
in Leiden and in Eindhoven.
A Fortran program called IDENTA runs the identification
algorithm (see chapter 4.) Off-line, using the recor
ded MAP and SNP infusion rate. IDENTA produces an
extra data file containing the complete estimated
step response and other values of interest such as
minimum value of the step response, ratio between the
eighth and the last point of the step response, an
estimated slope of the last part of the step response
(a linear curve fit in the least squares sense) and
the total infused amount of SNP.
This new data file can also be used as input to the
programs mentioned above.
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3. TEE PUMP HANDLER

3.1. Introduction

In order to obtain a fully automatic controller, it
is necessary that the input of the controlled system,
which is in this case the sodium nitroprusside infu
sion, can be controlled by the computer. This has been
realized by the use of an IMED model 929 computer
controlled volumetric infusion pump. This pump can
be used both in manual - and computer mode. For the
purpose of computer operation it is connected to the
LSI microcomputer via a serial interface. During the
experiments the pump was always used in the computer
controlled mode.
However the computer program knows three different
modes of pump operation; pump control by Sheppard's
algorithm, by the adaptive control algorithm and
manually by means of entering commands on the terminal
keyboard. Whenever is spoken of manual pump control
in this report, this last mode is meant.
A set of low level subroutines has been developed
that performs the direct interaction with the pump.
Its tasks are the following:

- initializing the pump. (building up the connection
between pump and computer)

- change the infusion rate to a predetermined value.
- check whether the connection between pump and com-

puter is still present.
- testing whether the pump is in any error-condition.
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A set of high level subroutines has been developed
that performs the interface between the low leveL routines
and the rest of the program (estimation - and control algo
rithms). These subroutines can also be called by the
keyboard handler when a pump co~~and is entered. This
set has the following tasks:

testing whether adaptive control is possible.
select the controller (manual -, Sheppard's - or
adaptive control).
perform the interaction between user and pump in
case of manual control.

- select the setpoint.
check the consistency of the entered pump commands.

3.2. The communication protocol

The communication with the pump consists of six low
level commands which are: read - and write the flow
rate, read - and write the pump status, an addressing
command and an error command. This error command is
sent by the pump whenever something was incorrect
according to the communication protocol.
Figure 3.1. shows the communication protocol for all
six commands where the horizontal axis represents the
time [IMED 1979J. CPU stands for Central Processor
Unit (lithe computer"), LF - line feed, CR - carriage
return, ~ - decimal digit and X stands for a hexadecimal
digit. All commands consist of standard ASCII
characters.
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CPU It = ~ ~ CR LF LF (addressing
Pill1P it= 3E ~ CR command)

CPU S = X X X X CR LF LF (write status
PUMP S = X X X X CR command)

CPU S ? CR LF S ? X X X X CR LF (read status
PUMP S ? X X X X CR command)

CPU R = ~ ~ ~ ~ CR LF LF (write flow-
PUHP R = ~. ~ ~ ~ CR rate command)

CPU R ? CR LF R ? ~ ~ ~ ~ CR LF (read flow-
PUMP R ? ~ ~ ~ ~ CR rat_e_ command)

CPU LF (error
PUMP CR command)

Figure 3.1. Communication protocol

The aQdressing command should be sent regularly to the
pump within a customer chosen time out period. vfuen
this command is sent, the internal timer is reset.
This has been done to avoid critical situations in
case of for example a power down situation or a fatal
error condition in the central processor unit. When
a time out occurs, the pump stops the infusion and
gives a continuous audible alarm.
The pump has an internal hard wired address in order
to make it possible to connect several pumps to the
same computer interface. The status of the pump is re

presented in two 8 bit words [rMED 1979J The write
status command effects 9 of these 16 bits which are:
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- 1 bit
- 1 bit

- 1 bit
- 1 bit

- 1 bit
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for the time-out duration. These bits when set
establish the timer limits. Times are available
in increments of 26 secs. till 6.5 min.
(in the experiments 1 min 18 sec. was used)
timer enable.
start. Setting this bit starts the pump uti
lizing the flo~~ate and characteristics as
determined by other status bits.
remote/local.
continuous flow. Setting this bit disables
the infusion complete bit.
high rate enable. This bit must be set as a
safety check when rates higher then 1000 ml/hr.
are required.

The bits of interest in the status word for the read
status command are the following:

- malfunction when set, the pump has detected an inter
nal malfunction. Fump operation is sus
pended.

- time out when set, the pump has not been addressed
by the CPU within the time out period;
the pump stops.

- low fluid the empty bottle detector has detected
air in the tubing when this bit is set;
the pump stops.

- low battery when operating on its internal power
source, approximately one hour of ope
ration is available from the time of
setting this bit.

- occlusion when set, the pump is unable to deliver
fluid due to an obstruction; the pump
stops.
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- air in line when set, the air embolism detector
has detected air in the output side of
the cassette; the pump stops.

In order to communicate with the pump, a group of
subroutines called the Jl pump handler Jl is available.
As already mentioned in paragraph 3.1., this group
can be divided into two subgroups. The first group
(low level) has a very fundamental character and the
subroutines in this group communicate either directly
with the pump or with each other.
The second group (high level) performs the link betw~ep

the first group and the control algorithms (Sheppard's
algorithm or the adaptive controller) or the user in
case of manual control.
These subroutines are described in the next paragraphs.
They use several other subroutines from the keyboard
handler, printer handler or other parts of the main
program like subroutines PRINT and PRINTI which display
a message on the video display and subroutine Dill1PEN
which places a task in the tasktable [van der Aa 1978J.

3.3. Low level infusion pump subroutines

All subroutines are vrritten in LSI assembler and to
gether they form a module conforming to the structure
of the remainder of the program. The subroutines from
this set can be characterized as the tools that allow
other subroutines to communicate with the pump. They
use a set of variables, flags and buffers. In appendix
B a complete description of the subroutines, variable~,
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flags and buffers is given.
Figure 3.2. shows all subroutines in their relation to
each other. An arrow indicates a call to the other
subroutine while a dashed arrow means that this sub
routine can be called by other subroutines. A double
arrow indicates a data flow.

RESTAT

W RERATE
R

INWRTP P VlRBYTP vJCDr1TP WRSTTP WRRATEC
0
M INIPMP

t'd
PPSTAR - --

IPPrEST 1Pump

Figure 3.2. Low level pump subroutines

A brief description of each item in Figure 3.2. is
given.
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\1.RPBUF - write pump buffer. Cyclic buffer containing
strings.

WRPCOM - write pump command. Cyclic buffer containing
one pump command or a byte.

INWRTP - interrupt write to pump subroutine. I~nffiTP

sends one byte from WRPCOM to the pump.
WRBYTP - write byte to pump subroutine. vlRBYTP puts

one byte in VffiPCOM.
WCONTP - write command to pump subroutine. \1COr,1TP

puts a command from WRPBUF in WRPCON.
WRSTTP - write string to pump subroutine. \ffiSTTP puts

a complete string in WRPBUF.
RESTAT - read status from pump subroutine. RESTAT

sends the adressing - and the read status
command to the pump.

RERATE - read flow rate from pump subroutine. RERATE
sends the read rate command to the pump.

\v.RRATE - write flowrate to the pump subroutine. vffiRATE
sends the write rate command to the pump.

(flow rate in variable RATE1)
INREFP - interrupt read from pump subroutine. INREFP

reads a byte from the pump and takes the
proper actions according to the kind of command
that was sent to the pump. (value of variable
COMSRT)

INIPMP - initialize pump subroutine. INIPMP resets all
pointers, flags and variables.

PPTEST - pump test subroutine. PPTEST tests if any of
the following bits in the pump status word
is set; air in line, occlusion, low fluid,
time out and malfunction.

PPSTAR - pump start subroutine. PPSTAR enables the pump
read interrupt,sends the addressing - and the
proper write status command to the pump.
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3.4. High level pump subroutines

The subroutines from this set can be called or placed
in the tasktable by the keyboard handler, after a
pump command has been entered, or by subroutines from
the control algorithms (Sheppard's control algorithm
or the adaptive controller). The keyboard handler
knows a set of eleven pump commands. Each of these
commands belongs to a subroutine from this second set.·
A complete description of the subroutines and flags
used is given in appendix C.
A list of all pump commands is given as well as a
brief description of the subroutine belonging to it.

PUMP AUTO?
- tests whether automatic control by the

adaptive controller is possible.
PUMP START

- initialises the pump and logically connects
it to the computer.

PUMP STOP
- stops the pump and logically disconnects

it from the computer.
PUMP RATE?

- reads the flowrate from the pump.
PUMP RATE (=~:£3E )

- writes a new flow rate to the pump if it
is under manual control.

PUMP AUTO
- starts the adaptive controller.

PUMPSHEP
- starts Sheppard's controller.

PUMP MAN
- sets the pump in manual mode.
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Pffi1P SETP (=3EEE)

- gets a new setpoint.
PUT1P REST

- refnitializes the estimation algorithm
(chapter 4.) with the use of subroutine
INITP.

PillIP RESET
- refnitializes the pump, starts the pump

again and writes the old flow rate to
the pump.

This set of pump commands has proved to be very con
venient to work with. Pump commands, like several
other combined commands in the system, know the pos
sibility of giving several commands in one line, i.e.
the two commands PU}IP MAN, PUMP RATE=123 perform the
same as the command PUMP MAN RATE=123. Also the com
mands can be enlarged if the first characters are the
same as the ones from the commands described in this
paragraph, i.e. PUMP REST performs the same as
PUMP RESTART.
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4-. CONTROL ALGORITHMS

4-.1. Introduction

The goal of the controller is to change the mean ar
terial blood pressure to a user-specified setpoint
and keep it there. In the experiments three types of
controllers were used; control by Sheppards algorithm,
the adaptive controller and manual control by the
anesthetist.
Manual control is in terms of computer programming
the simplest controller but on the other hand it is the
most complex one because a human beIng is part of the
control system. The automatic controllers have only
two input variables which are the mean arterial blood
pressure and the sodium nitroprusside infusion rate.
The anesthetist observes many more inputs from all
the monitoring equipment connected to the patient
and he has a mental "data bank" containing several
years of experience. Haybe at high cost this IIdata
bank" could be duplicated in a big computer system
but there are some more aspects which could never
be realized in an automatic controller. The anesthetist
can actually see the patient, his reactions and the
surgeon operating on him and what to think of an aspect
like human intuItion.
Many disturbances in the blood pressure are caused
by the anesthetist himself, for example a drug other
than SNP is given to the patient which might effect
the blood pressure, or the ventilation is changed.
The anesthetist can in such cases anticipate and change
the SNP infusion rate before a change in the ~lAP is
actually occuring. An automatic controller can only
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react to a change in the MAP and is therefore always
slower than an anticipating anesthetist.
An automatic controller however has the advantage
that its attention is always 10~6. An unexpected change
in the MAP might not immediately be noticed by the
anesthetist and the automatic controller's reaction
might come earlier than the one from the anesthetist.
An automatic controller will probably keep the blood
pressure more steady. It will change the SNP flow rate
as soon as the MAP is only 1 or 2 mmHg too high or
too low while the anesthetist might pay no attention
to such a small difference between setpoint and blood
pressure.
Figures 4.1. and 4.2. illustrate the difference between
manual - and automatic control by Sheppard's algorithm
in a clinical situation. (from Sheppard 1977)
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Figure 4.1. MAP at five-minute intervals during manual
ly controlled infusion of SNP
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Figure 4.2. MAP at five-minute intervals during com
puter controlled infusion of SNP
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Algorithms had to be developed for the three controllers:

manual control: - the SNP flow rate has to be set by
keyboard entry.

Sheppard's
controller:
adaptive
control:

- this has already been done by Sheppard.

- the step response has to be estimated
(with the use of the Kalman filter).

- the reliability of the estimated
step response has to be checked.

- the sensitivity of MAP to SNP has to
be calculated from the estimated step
response.
the control algorithm itself is a
function of:
~. the measured mean arterial pres

sure (YIN).

~ XOPT (= setpoint unless large changes
occur in the· setpoint, then XOPT
slowly changes towards the setpoint).

::E YIN - XOPr.
~ whether adaptive control has just

been started.
~ the sensitivity of HAP to SNP.
~ the last SNP infusion rate.

For the automatic controllers the blood pressure input
value is a 15 sec average of the NAP. The SNP flowrate
can only change at 15 sec time intervals and the esti
mation - and control subroutines are run every 15 secs.
So input, output and programs operate in phase.
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4-.2. ShePDard's algorithm ~heppard 1976,1978J

Sheppard's algorithm is a modified PID controller the
parameters of which are based upon "the average patient".
If the connected patient is "average" the system is
critically damped, if not, the system is either a
bit over - or under damped.
The SNP flowrate can be changed everyone minute, i.e.
four times the basic 15 sec time interval.
The incremental infusion rate adjustment (6RATE) is
summed with the present infusion rate (RATE) to cal
culate the nevl rate of infusion vlhich is transmitted- 
to the pump.
Feed forward control (-2 ml per hour) is recruted if
the }1AP is 5 mmHg or more above the setpoint to com
pensate for the higher rates of infusion required to
lower MAP (transient control) then are required to
maintain the MAP near the setpoint.
The following coefficients and equations are used in
the computerized controller.

- desired pressure, mmHg.
- mean arterial pressure, mmHg.
- current error, SETP -YIN, mmHg.
- previous error, one minute earlier, mmHg.
- calculated pressure change required, mmHg.
- new total infusion rate, ml per hour.
- present rate, initiated one minute earlier,

ml per hour.
aRATE - incremental infusion rate, ml per hour.
FFI - feed forward increment, ml per hour.
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K = .1RATE / A

A = (O.Lt-512) • E + (O.Lt-512) • (E - E1)

~RATE = K • A

RATE1 = RATE + ~RATE + FFI

(4-.1 )

(Lt-.2)

(Lt-.Lt-)

Table Lt-.1. contains the values for K, the maximum
~RATE and the FFI for various levels of the nAP. VJhen
MAP is lower than SETP, the deriviative component
is not allowed to increase the infusion rate. Each
weighting factor for proportional and deriviative
control (O.Lt-512) represents five minutes for 95 percent
(3~) response to a step input. Dynamic response studies
[Sheppard,Sayers 1977J have verified that that the
pressure response to the action of sodium nitroprusside
is in the order of five minutes or less in duration.

Table 4.1. Contents of decision table
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This control algorithm has been realized in subroutine
USHEP. USHEP can only be called by subroutine NITRO
which is called every 15 secs by the clock interrupt
subroutine if the pump is operational. NITRO also
provides a fifteen second average of the mean arterial
pressure in YIN (floating point). All calculations
in USHEP are done in floating point arithmetic.

~.3. The adaptive controller

The idea of this controller is to control the mean
arterial blood pressure depending on the blood pres
sure sensitivity to the sodium nitroprusside ~nfusion

rate. In order to obtain an estimate of this sensi
tivity it is necessary to identify the system to be
controlled, which is in this case the patient. The
impulse - or step response of MAP in relation to SNP
infusion seems to be the most reasonable system re
presentation.
Figure ~.3. shows a typical step response where every
asterix stands for a 15 sec average of the NAP. The
time axis is divided into 15 sec intervals. The step
input at time 0 is a unit SNP infusion, i.e. an in
crease in the infusion rate of 1 ml per hour.
A 7.5 minute long step response is taken, i.e. 30
intervals, because it is very unlikely that there will
be any significant change in MAP after 7.5 minutes

~heppard, Sayers 1977J.
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time
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Figure 4.3. The step response

When it is possible to estimate the parameters b.,
~

a system description can be made:

• Uk .
-~

where:

b.
~

Uk .
-~

- calculated MAP at time k, mmHg.
- constant, mmHg.
- constant, mrnHg/ml/hr.

- flow rate SNP at time k-i, ml/hr.

From equation 4.5 it can easily be seen that c repre
sents the MAP when no SNPis infused (uk_i = 0 for

all i) and that the constants bi represent the impulse

response parameters. The sum of all 30 parameters

b i can be characterized as the sensitivity of MAP

•
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to SNP infusion.
However this system description is only valid when
the system is linear and time independent. Both are
not true.
In a small range of HAP, 5 or 10 mmHg, the system
can be lineairized satisfactorily according to the
dose-response curves in chapter 5. If at 15 sec time
intervals all parameters bi and c are adapted by an
identification algorithm, both nonlinearity and time
dependency are taken care of. The sum of all parameters
b i can then be characterized as a "local" sensitivity.
A discussion about a proper definition of sensitivity
can be found in chapter 5.

4.3.1. The identification - and control algorithm

All subroutines for both automatic controllers and
manual control are supervised by subroutine NITRO
which is called every 15 secs by the clock interrupt
subroutine. NITRO is the only subroutine which can
actually change the SNP infusion rate. Figure 4.4.
shows in a simple way the structure of NITRO.
From figure 4.4. it is clear that the estimation of
the step response and the sensitivity calculation
are always done, independent of the type of control
ler used at the moment.
Because the identification algorithms are relatively
time consuming, either parts of subroutines are called
or placed in the tasktable. The use of this technique
permits other, more time-critical, subroutines from
the main program to reach their deadlines.
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!
- estimation of

step response
- sensitivity

calculation

MAN ~",>-A_UT_O__--.

SEEP

Sheppards
control
algorithm

change SNP
infusion rate
if necessary

~
EXIT

adaptive
control
algorithm

Figure 4.4. Structure of subroutine NITRO

The identification, i.e. the estimation of all para
meters in equation 4.5. and there variance, is done
with the Kalman filtering technique [Geris 1978J.
A system is said to be observable if measurements
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of the output (MAP) contain sufficient information
to enable us to completely identify the state (z 

vector) [Elgerd 1967J. The experiments have shown
this system to be observable.
All calculations are done in floating point arithmetic
and the whole process will be described step by step.
Input to the controller is the mean arterial pressure
in variable YIN, and the output is the sodium nitro
prusside infusion rate in variable RATE1.

The first action of subroutine NITRO is to shift the
u - vector, containing the SNP infusion rates over
7.5 minutes in 15 sec intervals, and to shift in the
new flow rate. The estimated state vector z contains
all parameters of equation ~.5.

Filter equation 4.6 illustrates-the calculation of the new

estimated state vector, realized by subroutine PF~IC,

where ~ stands for the prediction-matrix and w for
the system noise vector.

x 0 1 u_1u_2••• • u_30 x "IV

c 0 1 0 0 c 0
b1 0 0 1 0 ¢ b1 0•
b 2 0 0 0 1 • b2 + 0

(~.6)= •
• • • • • •• • ¢ • • •• • • • •• • • • • •
b30 0 • • • • 1 b30 0

k+1 k k k

zk+1 = illk • zk + wk

E { Vlk } = 0
E f v1k wk } PVJ1,V system noise

• =
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In fact equations 4.5 and 4.6 are equal except for
the system noise. Subxoutine PREDIC also calculates
the new covariance-matrix P which is symmetric and
positive definite. The diagonal elements of P repre
sent the variance of the estimated state-vector
elements.

Pxx Pxc P Pxb • • • • • Pxb1 2 xb 30
Pxc Pcc Pcb Pcb • • •

1 2
Pxb Pcb P P • • •

1 1 b1b1 b1b2
P Pxb P P Pcb2 b1b 2 b2b2

• •
2

• • • • •• • • •• • •• •.. •
P • • • • Pb 'xb 30 30°30

Filter equation 4.7 shows this equation in matrix
and vector notation.

-1
P:=~P~ +PWVl (4.7)

Subroutine PREDIC only affects variable x and the
first row and column of matrix P.
An adaptation of P is necessary if the difference
between the predicted blood pressure and the actual
measurement is too large,. i.e. the process is diverging.
Divergence means that the real state does not fit
within the siatistics of the estimated state.
Subroutine ADAPT takes care of this according to
equation 4.8.
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(YIN - x)2 > 4 • PYY then enlarge P (4.8)

where PYY = Pxx + PVV

ADAPT only affects the diagonal elements of P. If

divergence is detected Pxx and Pcc are increased by intro
ducing a time constant of 30 minutes and the elements Pb . b .

~ ~

are increased with a time constant of 2 hours. This
is realized by the use of a well chosen multiplication
factor.
If the estimation of x was fully correct, equation
4.9 should be valid where vk represents the observation
noise. (this is not a vector!)

x
c
b1

YINk = [1 o 0 .- ..... oJ •
b2 + vk
••••
b30 k

E [ V k 1- = 0

E f V k • v k } = PVV
observation noise

In subroutine ADJUST the Kalman gain K is computed
(equation 4.10). With the. help of K the estimated
state vector z as well as the covariance-matrix P
are adjusted. (equations 4.11 and 4.12)
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= z + K [YIN - M ZJ (4.11 )

P: =P-KHP (4.12)

Finally subroutine CURVE calculates the last value
of the step response called AREA which is the sum
of all bi parameters (the area under the impulse res
ponse). Also the ratio between the eighth - and the
last point of the step response which is called CONFAC
is calculated. Extreme limits of CONFAC are 0.1 and 1.

The value of CONFAC is important because the adaptive
controller can change the infu9ion rate every 2 mi
nutes (8 times 15 sees).
The flag QUAL, which stands for quality, indicates
whether adaptive control is possible. If equation
4.13 is valid, QUAL is made 1 otherwise it is zero.

30

L Pb . b .
. 1 ~ ~
~=

2- (AREA) < 0

Equation 4.13 says nothing more than that the square of

AREA should be greater then its covariance before
adaptive control is allowed.
Using this Kalman filtering technique gives us a very
important characteristic of the patient: his sensi
tivity to sodium nitroprusside infusion expressed
in AREA.
\Jhen adaptive control has just been started and the
infusion rate was zero (i? practice this will only
occur if after an emergency the flow rate has been set to

zero) , the first rate is calculated by subroutine
USS according to equation 4.14. r'TARGIN is a safety
factor which is of course always less then 1.
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RATE1 = MARGIN •
(SETP - C)

AREA
(4.14)

This infusion rate will be kept steady for four minutes.
After this period the flow rate is adjusted every
two minutes by subroutine DOFT according to equation
4.15.

RATE1 = RATE + MARGIN • CONFAC •
(XOPT - YIN)

AREA
(4.15)

Instead of the setpoint, XOPT is used in equation
4.15. Because SETP can change instantaneously or when
adaptive control has just started, (SETP - YIN) is
subject to sudden large changes. XOPT is not allowed
to change suddenly but will slew towards the setpoint
and is therefore more useful as a control parameter.
This is illustrated in figure 4.5.

-,
..... , , , , , , , , ,

..... , ,

-time

- SETP
----- XOPT

Figure 4.5. Relation between SETP and XOPT

The relation between XOPT·, YIN and SETP is expressed
by subroutines SETXOP and lcrTXOP. vllien adaptive control
is started SETXOP initializes variable XOPT1
(XOPT1 := YIN). Every 15 secs ~ITTXOP allows XOPT1 to
change 2.5 mmHg in the direction of the setpoint un- ~

til it is reached. XOPT performs the same but is al-
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lowed to be 20 mmHg ahead of XOPI'1. 20 mmHg is exactly
the maximum pressure change of XOPT1 during one con
trol interval (2 minutes}.
Whenever the situation occurs that the blood pressure
is more than 5 mmHg below the setpoint, the SNP
infusion rate in made zero. The reason for this is
that a blood pressure much lower than the setpoint
is regarded as dangerous to the patient. In such a
situation the blood pressure should rise as quickly
as possible which is enabled by stopping the SNP in
fusion. Control starts again as soon as the blood
pressure is equal to or higher than the setpoint,
using control low 4.14.
Figure 4.6. shows a flowchart of subroutine NITRO.
"init?" stands for the question whether one of the
two controllers has just st~ted.

During the experiments the following values for MARGIN,
FVV and Pv~J were used:

MARGIN - 0.5 and 0.75
PVV 1 mmHg2

P\~V - 0.0001 mmHg2
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Figure 4.6. Flowchart of subroutine NITRO
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Figure 4-.6. Flowchart of subroutine NITRO
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5. RESULTS

5.1. Introduction

The characteristics of sodium nitroprusside infusion
in the steady state (dose-response curves) were studied
in 19 experiments. A typical dose-response curve is
shown in figure 5.1. The unit for the SNP flow rate
is microgr/kg/min (kg - weight of the animal). This
unit is commonly used by anesthetists.

setpoint--7{-=-=--~ - - --c;1-;;--~- .--:
r
I----..

I "+- 6SNP

100

C I

200

r·lAP

[mmHgJ

i

o 2 4- 6 _ 8

SNP
10 12

[miCrogr/kg/min]
14-

Figure 5.1. A typical dose-response curve

Dose-response curves were obtained in every experiment.
From a dose-response it should be possible to obtain
the sensitivity of the f..jAP to SNP infusion. But what
is the best definition of sensitivity?
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The definition an anesthetist uses is: "the SNP flow
rate necessary to bring the HAP to, and keep it at
the setpoint". The definition used by the adaptive
controller at a certain setpoint is LlI·IAP/LJSNP

(from figure 5.1.). Because the system is linearized
by the estimation algorithm, the estimated c should be
cr. Both definitions are correct and useful for the
purpose of control. Defining the whole dose-response
curve as the sensitivity of the HAP to SNP infusion
includes both other definitions. This last definition
is the best but during an experiment or in clinical
practice it is not possible to obtain the dose-respon.s~

curve instantaneously.
The dynamic response obtained by the algorithm which
estimates the step response has been studied as well.
In most cases the estimated step response resembled
the one in figure 4.3. However some other typical
types of estimated step responses were observed as well.

5.2. Dose-response curves

Dose-response curves have been obtained from every
experiment using infusion rates of 0,1,2,4,6,
8, 10 and 14 microgr/kg/min. From several experiments
dose-response curves have been obtained with decreasing
infusion rates. Thus four types of dose-response curves
can be distinguished:

- curve 1 beginning of experiment, increasing infusion rate

- curve 2 " " "
, decreasing

" "
curve 3 end of experiment, increasing infusion rate

- curve 4
" II "

, decreasing
" "
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After setting a new infusion rate sufficient time was
allowed for the arterial pressure to reach a new steady
state. This steady state was defined as a change of
the MAP of less than 2 mmHg over a period of three
minutes.
Altogether 38 curves have been recorded.
Typical characteristics of a dose-response curve are
that the slope at low infusion rates is greater than
the slope at high infusion rates and that, as expected,
the MAP is always decreasing when the SNP infusion
rate is increasing. It was found that the measured
curves could best be fitted with the exponential func
tion of equation 5.1 where X1, X2 and X3 are constants.

MAP = X1 + X2 • EXP ( - X3 • SNP ) (5.1 )

All curves,have been fitted with this function in
the least squares sense using the Gauss - Newton method
with Choleski decomposition. The variance of the esti
mated X1, X2 and X3, the total quadratic error (FX)
and the average error (DX) were calculated as well.
An example is shown in figure 5.2.
To investigate whether equation 5.1 was the proper
function, all estimated curves and their corresponding
measurements have been scaled to a norm curve
(equation 5.2).

MAP' = 50 + 50 • EXP ( - -3- . SNP' )

If all scaled measurements are randomly scattered
around function 5.2, the exponential function is ac
ceptable as a description of the dose-response curves.
The fit is shown in figure 5.3.
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The variance of parameters X1, X2 and X3 was very
large. In 9 out of 38 curves the curve closely resem
bled a straight line. In these cases the estimated
variance of X1, X2 and X3 was very large.
Figure 5.4 shows some histograms of X1, X2 and X3
or combinations of them. 29 Curves have been used
of which the estimated standard-deviation of the para
meters was 25% or less of their value. Except for the
percentage of possible MAP reduction and the initial
slope of the function, there is a great variety in
the parameters.
The curve fits however were very good. The average

deviation from the curve (IX1+X2.EXP(-X3.SNP) - MAP I)-
was less than 2 mmHg. The measurement accuracy of
the MAP was approximately 1 mmHg.
In the course of the 5 to 8 hours the experiments
lasted, most curves shifted upwards and to the right.
(in 83% of the experiments) In only one experiment
the curve shifted downwards. The· infusion rates neces
sary to bring the MAP to and keep it at the setpoint
could differ a factor 10 during an experiment.
Of all curves nrs. 1 and 3 the average values of the MAP
at each SNP infusion rate have been calculated as well
as their standard-deviation. On these values a curve
has been fitted. The result is shown in figure 5.5.
From figure 5.5 it is clear that the change of the
dose-response curve during the experiment is signi
ficant.
Curves measured while increasing the SNP infusion rate
were in the majority of cases at a lower MAP level
and were steeper than when the rate was decreased.
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5.3. Comparison of the three controllers

Two methods to compare the controllers have been used.
The first method is to bring the mean arterial pressure
to the setpoint. Factors that indicate the quality
of the controllers are undershoot, overshoot and control
time as shown in figure 5.6. For control time two
definitions have been used:

- time from starting the control until MAP differs
not more than 2 mmHg from the setpoint.

- time from starting the control until HAP differs
not more than 5 mmHg from the setpoint.

MAP

o

control times

=""'-------setpoint

time -

Figure 5.6. Definition of undershoot, overshoot and
control time

An other method to compare the controllers is to study
their behaviour after a disturbance in the MAP. Two
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sorts of disturbance have been evaluated: PEEP (10 em
H20) and adrenalin infusion (0.04 mg + 0.048 mg/hr).
Undershoot and overshoot are defined as indicated
in figure 5.7.

1
overshoot

j
Undershoot

=------- setpoint

control times

° time -
Figure 5.7. Definition of undershoot and overshoot due

to a disturbance in r,1AP

Figure 5.8. shows a typical response to PEEP and figure
5.9. to adrenalin infusion.
Table 5.1. gives a list of the controller behaviour
in several experiments when the blood pressure is to
be reduced to the setpoint. Initial MAP, setpoint,
undershoot and overshoot are in mmHg. Control times
are in minutes. If adaptive control was started when
no estimation of the step response was yet available,
the starting controller is given between brackets.
Table 5.2. gives a list of the behaviour of the controllers
when the MAP is disturbed. The first set of overshoot,
undershoot and control times were registrated when
PEEP or adrenalin infusion were introduced, while the
second set was registrated when they were taken away.~
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Figure 5.8. Disturbance of MAP due to PEEP
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Dr controller initial setpoint under- over- control time
MAP shoot shoot 5 2

19 AUTO(MAN) 91 70 9 13_ oscillation

19 AUTO(SHEP) 102 70 0 0 10.5 12.25

19 AUTO(HAN) 111 70 5 1 7.5 15.5

18 SEEP 94 75 3 2 13.5 19.5

18 AUTO 117 75 4 9 12.0 17.25

18 AUTO 120 75 5 10 9.75 25.0

17 AUTO(MAN) 97 70 10 24 oscillation

17 SHEP 123 70 4 2 10.0 18.0

17 AUTO(MAN) 130 90 1 0 8.0 9.25

16 AUTO(HAN) 92 60 8 7 oscillation

16 AUTO(MAN) 114 90 5 0 3.25 9.25

15 AUTO(MAN) 112 70 1 1 8.0 9.0

15 tiIAN 104 70 5 4 8 0 not
• possible

15 AUTO 111 70 0 0 4.0 10.0

15 SEEP 119 70 2 12 16.0 16.5

12 SHEP 101 75 0 0 4.75 6.75

12 SHEP 95 79 3 0 4.5 10.25

11 AUTO 105 60 7 12 oscillation

11 SEEP 90 60 0 0 5.75 6.75

Table 5.1. Controller characteristics (cont. p. 61)
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nr controller initial setpoint under- over- control time
HAP shoot shoot 5 2

10 AUTO 101 65 0 0 13.0 20.0

10 SHEP 124 80 2 0 10.0 11.0

10 AUTO 123 90" 3 2 8.5 14.0

10 AUTO 132 90 0 0 8.5 9.25

9 SEEP 82 55 0 0 7.0 8.0

9 AUTO 97 55 not possible to reach setpoint

8 AUTO 66 50 1 0 7.5 28.0

8 AUTO 104 50 0 0 32.0 33.0

7 AUTO 82 60 5 14 15.0 18.0

Table 5.1. Controller characteristics (cont.)



controller distortion setpoint over- under- control time over- under- control time
I nr shoot shoot 5 2 shoot shoot 5 2

19 AUTO PEEP 70 17 15 9.75 10.75 - - - -
19 SHEP PEEP 70 - - - - 10 0 4-.0 5.5

19 AUTO PEEP 70 5 3 0.0 15.0 6 0 3.25 4-.5

18 AUTO PEEP 75 10 10 4-.5 7.5 13 0 7.5 11.0

18 SHEP PEEP 75 4- 10 2.5 12.25 11 0 7.25 10.25

18 AUTO adrenalin 75 4-3 6 13.75 23.0 7 1 9.75 13.0

18 SHEP adrenalin 75 29 5 3.0 6.25 - - - -
17 AUTO PEEP 90 15 1 7.0 8.25 8 0 10.5 23.0

17 SHEP PEEP 90 0 6 1.25 3.25 8 0 3.75 5.5

17 AUTO PEEP 90 10 1 6.0 8.25 9 0 7.25 12.0

17 SHEP PEEP 90 0 4- 0.0 1.25 - - - -
17 SHEP adrenalin 90 72 0 not possible - - - -

Table 5.2. Controller behaviour after a disturbance in MAP (cont. p. 63)

I
(J)
l\.)
I



controller distortion setpoint over- under- control time over- under- control time
nr shoot shoot 5 2 shoot shoot 5 2

16 AUTO PEEP 90 5 15 2.5 13.0 14 0 9.0 10.25

16 SHEP PEEP 90 4 14 3.25 10.0 12 3 6.25 11.5

16 HAN PEEP 90 7 6.0 not 6 0 not
7 possible 1.75possible

15 AUTO PEEP 70 12 13 5.0 7.25 10 0 12.0 22.0
..

15 SEEP PEEP 70 16 12 14.0 14.75 16 0 9.25 9.5

15 MAN adrenalin 70 8 14 8.5 not
possible - - - -

15 AUTO adrenalin 70 41 11 10.0 10.0 - - - -

10 AUTO adrenalin 90 56 8 14.0 19.0 - - - -

I
Q)
\.}J

I

Table 5.2. Controller behaviour after a disturbance in MAP (cont.)
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Manual control has been evaluated only in a few experi
ments but it is clear that the anesthetist is unable
to keep the difference between MAP and SETP less than
2 mmHg.
Some general remarks:

- There was no clear indication that one automatic controller
was better than the other.

- In most cases the undershoot due to a disturbance
of the MAP was less when AUTO control was used than
with SEEP control.

- Oscillation when AUTO control was used was only
observed in the very beginning of each experiment.
(see paragraph 5.5.)

- I'men AUTO control brought the MAP to the setpoint,
undershoot was sometimes unnecessarily large because
in thoseccases a dose-response curve was obtained
just before AUTO control was started. The estimated
sensitivity was that at a SNP flow rate of 14 microgr/kg/min
and therefore much too small.

- For insensitive animals SEEP control was rather slow.
- For sensitive animals using SEEP control, fluctuations

occurred even in the steady state, both in infusion
rate and blood pressure.

- Random pacing was no problem to any of the controllers
because the 15 sec average of the MAP didn't show
any significant change even if the original arterial
waveform was very irregular.

- The two minute control interval of the adaptive con
troller turned out to be better than the one minute
control interval of Sheppard's controller because the
change of the MAP due to a change of the infusion rate
is after two minutes more significant (important
for feed-back control).
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5.~. Disturbances in other signals

Disturbances due to sodium nitroprusside infusion in
signals other than the arterial pressure have not been
observed except for the cardiac output and the heart
rate.

- heart rate: average increase of 10%.
maximum increase of ~O%.

(between 8}TP=0 and 1~ microgrjkgjmin)
- cardiac output: average increase of 3~6.

maximum increase of 10~6.

(between 8NP=0 and 1~ microgrjkgjmin)

5.5. The estimated step response

.. As mentioned in paragraph 5.1. some unexpected estimated
step responses have been observed. Figure 5.10 shows
a II bathtub II curve ,,,hich was observed in 8356 of the
animals ma~nly at the beginning of the experiment.
During most of the experiments it was observed that
the blood pressure when there was no 8NP infusion (c)
increased during the experiment and mainly at the
beginning. It was observed as well that the estimated c
was not increasing sufficiently rapidly. Not c was
adapted but the b - parameters, and an estimated step
response like the one in figure 5.10. was the result.
When the increasing c can be represented by the dashed
line, the local sensitivity should be 82 instead of

81. However 81 was used by AUTO control resulting
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in a quickly decreasing lI.A"P. Vlhen the I-lAP was lower
than the setpoint minus 5 mmHg, SNP infusion was stop
ped until I'lAP was above the setpoint. The result of this
was a possible oscillation. Adaptation of c mainly
occurred when there was no SNP infusion.

r
MAP

------ ~c---------- [min]0 -- time ----. 5

82 81

Figure 5.10 Step response with positive endslope

A solution for this unwanted situation is to try to
adapt c more quickly; if this is not possible the
local sensitivity should not be defined as the last
value of the step response, but a larger value has
to be chosen. For instance the last value of the step
response nlus the slope of the last part of the step
response times 7.5 minutes.
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Another unexpected estimated step response is shown
in figure 5.11.

MAP

r

o time [min] 7.5

Figure 5.11 Step response with negative endslope

This step response throws doubt in the assumption
that a new steady state is reached within 7.5 minutes.
This however was never observed while obtaining the
dose-response curves.
Another explanation could be a decreasing c, but when
SNP infusion was stopped, the MAP returned to about
the same value as when SNP infusion was just started.
Because AUTO control was very slow, the estimated
sensitivity (last value of the step response) was
obviously too large. A possible explanation could be
a temporarily decreasing c. It should be worth trying
to use a sensitivity defined as the last value of the
step response minus the slope of the last part of the
step response times 7.5 minutes.
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v[hen the slope of the last part of the step response was
aproximately zero, the behaviour of the controller
was quite satisfying.
Figure 5.12. shows the registration of a complete
experiment where the estimation of the step response
has been done off-line. The graph shows two general
features, i.e. the sensitivity drops at higher infusion
rates and the sensitivity becomes 10lller at the end
of the experiment.

definitions:

MAP SETP setpoint and mean arterial pressure.
NIT RATE - SNP infusion rate.

Z(1) - the estimated MAP.
Z(2) - the estimated MAP when NIT RATE = 0 (c).

QUALITY - ratio of the last value of the step response
and its variance. A value of 1 or higher
is sufficient but it indicates whether
there is adaptation or not.

ENDSLOPE - is calcu~ated by means of a lineair curve
fit in the least squares sense on the 8
last values of the step response.

P8/LAST - ratio of the eighth - and last value of the
step response.

INFUSED - the total infused SNP.
MIN LAST - the minimum, and the last value (sensitivity)

of the step response.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

It was found that the estimation of the state vector
was possible and rather good, apart from a too slowly
adapting c. The assumption that the local sensitivity
could be defined as the last value of the estimated
step response while c was not adapting fast enough,
was incorrect.
vllien the sensitivity, obtained from the estimated
step response, is more reliable, the adaptive controller
should be very useful and reliable.
The great variability in sensitivity both in the dynamic
and steady state prove to be strong arguments for an
adaptive controller.
It was found that the steady state SNP infusion charac
teristics (dose-response curve) can be described very
well, either with a straight line or with an exponen
tial function. ii/hen only a few points of the dose
response curve are known, the whole dose-response
curve can be estimated.
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Epilogue

In this report the thesis work as mentioned in the
introduction has been worked out by describing the
system set-up, the new developed programs, the essentials
of the adaptive controller and the measurement results.
Now that much more about the characteristics of sodium
nitroprusside is known, a modified version of the
adaptive controller can be developed that will pro
bably lead to better results.
Hhen, in about one year, a modified version of the
system is going to be tested in clinical practice
in Leiden, it will probably be of great help to the
anesthetist. On the other hand it will be no more
than an aid. Only a small fraction of the task of
the anesthetist is taken care of by a machine. Auto
mation in anesthesia to a great extent is still far
away.
The many advantages, especially towards the patient,
of this system justify my cooperation to the project.
Working in a team has been a very stimulating factor.
I would like to thank everybody for their friendly
help and cooperation especially: from Leiden;
Norbert de Bru~n, Rob NUhuis, Ad van BUnen, ire e.L. Tuinstra,
all the members of the instrumental group of the anesthesiology
dept. and from Eindhoven; my coach Hans Blom and
supervisor professor J.E.V. Beneken.

Hans van der Woord
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APPENDIX A

Plotting and printing programs

Guide to plotting and printing programs run in the
Leiden Physiology department computing center and
in Eindhoven (medical electrical engineering group) on
data collected by the IJ patient monitoring system lJ

•

Information is also given about other programs which
are useful in relation to the IJ servo anesthesia project l' •

Handling the cassette-recorder

LSI (assembler):

Makes an absolute load on cassette-tape of a macro
program which can be loaded in the LSI-11 microcom
puter situated in the patient monitoring system.
(More detailed information can be found in text-file
RUNLOAD •TXT. )

COPNOR (Fortran):

Reads data from cassette-tape and writes it to file
I.RAW on disk. First start COPNOR, answer two questions
and then start the cassette recorder. (In this text
IIIII means "NRftlf IJ where 11##11 is the sequential experiment
number.) In Eindhoven program COPFI (assembler) performs
the same.

HALT (Fortran):

When data reading from cassette-tape is finished, F~LT

aborts task COPNOR and closes file I.RAW. In Eindhoven
this is not necessary.
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General information

B~vNOR (Fortran):

Working files are generated by program BEVJNOR from
file ~.RAW. Transfer of data froD tape to file ~.DAT

is confirmed by a checksum. If the sum is not correct,
the data are set to zero. The files may be on various
disk devices and the programs can access any device.

~.DAT - contains 15-sec filtere.d data; disturbances
are marked as negative data. BENNOR also creates
a time signal (hours-minutes) in ~.DAT.

~.XXX - contains extra data, beginning when event
marker was pressed.

~.COM - contains all user - and machine generated
comments.

~.COM - contains all user-input comments.

I-lAKSIG (Fortran):

Program MAKSIG creates a signal-file ~.SIG which con
tains information about the plotting - and printing
stucture, signal identities, scale factors and offset
values. Programs GRAPH and PRINT use file ~.SIG.

The name of the signal-file has to be the same as the
first characters of the data-files. Example:

NR18.DAT (data-file)
NR.SIG (signal-file)

Data printing

General: Printing of data can use two formats:
- blocks of 64 data points, scaled or unsealed,

in an 8 x 8 array called IIblock format ll
•
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- a single line of scaled cardiovascular data,
called "line format". A choice can be made
out of all 64 signals including time, event
number and comment number.

LISTDA (Fortran):

Lists scaled or unsealed data from file ~.DAT in block
format. Data blocks are chosen by the user.

LISTEX (Fortran):

Lists all data from file ~.XXX in block format.

PRINT (Fortran):

Lists scaled or unsealed data from file ~.DAT in block
format, or scaled data in line format. Block number,
time (hours-minutes) and a change in any of the 64
signals can be used as triggers.
Signal - ~nd display information from file ~.SIG is
regarded as default but can partly be changed at run-time.
When the name of the data-file is asked, PRINT auto-
matically uses the signal-file whose name begins with. ; -.-'. . .

the first characters of the data-file name. (See des-
cription of MAKSIG)

PIP (System option):

Use "PIP" to list files :iE.COX and :iE.COM.

Data plotting

ANESPL (Fortran):

Program A}lliSPL plots data from file 3E.DAT sequentially
allowing variable timescales which are integer multiples
of default "long" scale of 900 points (225 min.) per
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page. A II short ll scale of 450 points per page is also
available, and any portion of the file may be graphed
by not choosing the IIdefault ll time scale.
Five signals are graphed together on a page as a IIdataset ll

•

Up to seven datasets are graphed sequentially. Choice
and content of the datasets. can be changed at run-time.
To change the content of default datasets, only the
data in array IIISET" needs changing. All signal labels
and graphing constants are available from the line
printer when starting the program run.
Pages can be output one at a time, or continuously.
Plots can be viewed at the Tectronix graphic terminal,
or hardcopies can be made on the Versatec - or Calcomp
plotter (Leiden) or the liP plotter (Eindhoven). If the
Versatec is used, the hardware vector-to-raster con
vertor must be bypassed and the conversation done in

software, since there are too many vectors for the
hardware. So when the Versatec is used, don't forget
to put it in the high-density mode at'the console terminal.
Data from blocks with checksum errors is ignored during
plotting, and these blocks are indicated on the graph
with a small mark below· the time scale.
IIDisturbances ll detected at the time of data-collection
are indicated by small marks below the X-axis of the
signal in question.
The block number of the first data drawn on a page
is marked in the upper left corner of the graph; sub
sequently, small and large marks above the time scale
indicate block numbers modulo 24 and modulo 120 after
the start block, respectively.
Event marks are put on the graph whenever the event
number in the data-file changes.
Comment marks on the graph only refer to user-input
comments.
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GRAPH (Fortran):

Performs the same as ANESPL but knows more possibilities
in the display structure. Up to three signals can be
multiplexed on the same Y-axis during graphing. vllien
continuous menbers of a dataset are equal, the Y-axis
height of that signal is increased. A portion of the
data-file surrounding an event occurring in any of the
64 signals can be graphed. Number of minutes and value
associated with the event have to be given. Other
extra time scales are: whole. data-file on a page,
time 1 to time 2 on a page and a number of blocks on
a page.
Signal - and display information from file ~.SIG is
regarded as default but can partly be changed at run-time.
Uhen the name of the data-file is asked, GRAPH auto
matically uses the signal-file whose name begins with
the first characters of the data-file name. (See des
cription of MAKSIG)
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APFE~mIX B

Low level pump subroutines

Of every subroutine a short description is given as well
as other important attributes like input, output and
variable manipulation.
The subroutines described below can be characterized
as the tools that allow other subroutines to communicate
with the pump. They use a set of variables, flags
and buffers which are described first.

buffers

WRFBUF - write pump buffer: cyclic buffer containing
strings terminated with a zero which should
be written to the pump.
pointers: vffiP1 - fill

WRF2 - empty

WRFCOM - write pump command: cyclic buffer containing
one command or a byte to be written to the pump.
pointers: vffiFCP1 - fill

lffiFCF2 - empty
WRFCF3 - check

variables and flags

COMSRT - command sort: characterizes the kind of command.
Every string in ~~FBUF is preceded by the
value of COMSRT.
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0 adressing
1 write state
2 write rate

3 read state
4- read rate

5 error

RATE - the flow rate of the pump.
RATE1 - flow rate to be v~itten to the pump.
RATE2 - flow rate which has just been read from the pump.
PSTAT - status of the pump.
PSTAT1 - status which has just been read from the pump.
PPBUSY - pump busy flag.

o pump is in the enabled state, i.e. there is
no communication with the pt~p at the moment.

10 pump is in the read - or write state, i.e.

communication with the pump is going on.
FIRST - variable necessary to reconstruct a decimal or

a hexadecimal number.
o the received digit is the first one.

10 the received digit is th~second, third or
f'ourth one.

CNTER - the number of received characters.

Description of subroutines

ImVRTP - interrupt write to pump subroutine.
- IN\VRTP sends one byte from ~ffiPCOM to the pump.

It wraps round pointer vffiPCP2.
If the character was a LF, PPBUSY is decremented.
If WRPCOM is empty the write interrunt is
disabled.

- input: byte from WRPCOM.
- output: byte to the pump.
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\VRBYTP - write byte to pump subroutine.
- VJRBYTP puts one byte in 1;lRPCOM.

\ffiPCP1 is wrapped round.
- input: byte in R0.
- output: byte in 1;ffiPCOM.

WCOMTP - write command to pump subroutine.
- WCOMTP puts a command from WRPBUF in 1;JRPCOM.

It tests whether PPBUSY=O, if not it places
itself in the tasktable in order to try execution
later.
PPBUSY:=2
COMSRT:= first character in the string.
VlRPCP3 : =vffiPCP1
The remainder of the string without the ter
minating zero is put into ~lRPCOM while wrapping
round pointers WRPCP1 and 1:lRP2.

Finally it enables the write interrupt.
- input: string in YlRPBUF.
-output: command in \ffiPCOM.
- calls to: VJRBYTP, DID1PEN.

\v~STTP - write string to pump subroutine.
- vlRSTTP puts a complete string in WRPBUF.

An error message is given when 1:ffiPBUF is full,
all pointers are reset and the pump is re
started.
It wraps round \"lRP1 until the terminating
zero is detected.
Finally it places WCOMTP in the tasktable.

- input: start address of the string in R0.
- output: string in \f.RPBUF.
- calls to: PRINTI, INIPMP, PPSTAR, 1:lRRATE, Dm1PD~.
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RESTAT - read status from pump subroutine.
- RESTAT sends the addressing - and the read

status command to the pump.
PSTAT1 :=0
output: start address of the string in R0.

- calls to \IRSTTP.

RERATE - read flow rate from pump subroutine.
- RERATE sends the read rate command to the pump.

RATE2:=0
- output: start address of the string in R0.
- calls to: vffiSTTP.

WRRATE - write flow rate to the pump subroutine.
- WRRATE sends the IITite rate command to the

pump.
The value of RATE1 is translated into ASCII
characters which are placed into the write
rate string.

- input: RATE1
- output: start address of the string in R0.

calls to: WRSTTP.

INREFP - interrupt read from pump subroutine.
- INREFP reads a byte from the pump and takes

the proper actions according to the value
of COMSRT.
CNTER is incremented.
If the character is a !I!n an error message is
given, PMPERR:=1, COMSRT:=5 and PPBUSY:=1.
If COMSRT is 3 or 4 the byte is sent back to
the pump.
RATE2 or PSTAT1 are reconstructed from the
received ASCII characters using FIRST.
If RATE21 RATE an error message is given.
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If COMSRT is 1 or 2, the received characters
are compared with the ones sent to the pump
using w~pep3. If not equal an error message
is given.
If eOMSRT is 3, PPTEST is placed in the task
table.
If eOMSRT is 2 or 3 RATE:=RATE1 or PSTAT:=PSTAT1.
If the received character was a LF or CNTER
is 7, a LF is sent to the pump.

- input: byte from the pump.
- output: byte to the pump, RATE, PSTAT.
- calls to: PRINTI , VffiBYTP, Dm1PEN.

INIPMP - initialize pump subroutine.
- INIPMP resets all pointers, flags and variables.

\ffiP1 :=WRP2:=vffiPBUF
w~PCP1 :=WRPCP2:=WRPCOM
PPBUSY, PSTAT, PSTAT1, PMPERR, FIRST and
eNTER are set zero.
note: RATE, RATE1, and RATE2 are initialized
in the other set of subroutines.

PPTEST - pump test subroutine.
PPTEST tests if any of the following bits in
the pump status word is set: air in line,
low fluid, time out and malfunction.
If necessary an error message is given and
RATE is made zero.

- input: PSTAT
- calls to: PRINTI
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PPSTAR - pump start subroutine.
- PPSTAR enables the pump read interrupt, sends

the addressing - and the proper write status
command to the pump.

- output: start addresses of the strings in R¢.
- calls to: vffiSTTP.
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APPENDIX 0

High level pump subroutines

The subroutines from this set can be called or placed
in the tasktable by the keyboard handler after a pump
command has been entered, or by subroutines from the
control algorithms. They use a set of flags which are
described first.

flags

PSFLAG - pump start flag.
1 pump is enabled. (pump is logically connected

to the computer and communication is possible)
o pump is disabled.

PMFLAG - pump manual flag.
1 pump is under automatic control.

'0 pump is under manual control.
SHEPSW - Sheppard flag.

1 pump is controlled by Sheppard's algorithm.
(if PHFLAG=1)

o pump is controlled by the adaptive controller.
(if PMFLAG=1)

QUAL - quality flag.
1 automatic control by the adaptive controller

is possible.
o automatic control by the adaptive controller

is not possible.
MANINI - manual initialization flag.

1 a new rate has just been entered under manual
control.

o no change in rate.
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AUTINI - automatic initialization flag.
1 automatic control has just started.
o no change.

The keyboard handler knows a set of eleven pump commands.
Each of these commands belongs to a subroutine from
this high level set. Of every subroutine a brief des
cription and the pump command belonging to it is given.

subroutines

PUMP AUTO?
PMPR0 - tests whether automatic control by the adaptive

controller is possible.
If PSFLAG=O an error message is given.
QUAL is calculated in subroutine CURVE and
a message is given depending on the value of QUAL.

- calls to: CURVE, PRINT.

PUMP START
PMPR1 - initializes the pump and logically connects it to

the computer.
- If the status of I'lAP is not "on"_~ exit.

If PSFLAG=1 an error message is given.
The initialization for the estimation - and
sensitivity computation is done.
Flow rate status and setpoint status are de
clared "on".
Estimation - and sensitivity computation are
started by entering them, as well as subroutine
RESTAT, in the clock interrupt table.
PMFLAG:=O
The pump is started by calling PPSTAR.
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PSFLAG:=1
The rate is set to zero by calling PMPR66.

- calls to: PRINT, CNTRLC, PARTSC, FLOAT, INITZ,
INITP, INISEN, PPSTAR, PMPR66.

PUNP STOP
PMPR2 - stops the pump and logically disconnects it

from the computer.
- If PSFLAG=O -+ exit.

RATE1:=0
The rate is set to zero by placing \v~RATE in
the tasktable.
The estimation - and sensitivity computation
are stopped by getting them, as well as sub
routine RESTAT, out of the clock interrupt table.
Finally a message is given.

- calls to: DUMPEN, PRINT.

Pill1P RATE?
PMPR3 - reads the flow rate from the pump.

- If PSFLAG=O an error message is given.
A.. message. is given.. including the value of RATE.
Subroutine RERATE is placed in the tasktable.

- calls to: PRINT, PRINill1, Dill1PEN.

PUMP RATE (=3E3E3E)
PMPR4 - writes a new rate to the the pump if it is

under manual control.
- If PSFLAG=O an error message is given; back to

monitor mode.
If PMFLAG=1 an error message is given; back to
monitor mode.
The entered value is placed in RATE1 by the use
of subroutine GETNill1.
If RATE1>999 or RATE1<0 an error message is given
and RATE1 gets back its old value.
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HANINI:=1
A message is given including the value of RATE1.
(there is no call to WRRATE, this is done by
subroutine IUTRO)

- output: RATE1.
- calls to: PRINT, QETNUM, PRINill1.

PUMP AUTO , PUHF SHEP
H'IPR5 - this subroutine knows two entry points.
PMPR10 _ If PSFLAG=O an error message is given.

Depending on the command, SHEPSW is made 1 or O.
If PMFLAG=1 and SHEPSW has not been changed
an error message is given.
The initialization of the controller is done.
(see chapter 4.)

AUTINI :=1
PMFLAG :=1

- calls to: .FLOAT , PRINT.

PUNP MAJ.'T
PMPR6 - sets the pump in manual mode.

If PSFLAG=O an error message. is given.
If PMFLAG=O an error message is given.
Fr1FLAG :=0

PMPR66 - At this point the subroutine has a second entry
point.
RATE1:=0
HANINI :=1
Finally a message is given.

- calls to: PRINT.

PillIP SETP (=E'E3E)
FHPR7 - gets a new setpoint.

- The entered value is placed in SETP by the use
of subroutine GETNUM.
If SETP)150 or SETP(50 an error message is
given and SETP gets back its old value.
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A new initialization for the optimum control
is done by the use of subroutine SETXOP.

- output: SETP.
- calls to: GETNUM, SETXOP, PRINT.

PUMP REST
PMPR8 - reInitializes the estimation algorithm (chapter ~.)

with the use of subroutine INITP.
- calls to: INITP.

PUMP RESET
PMPR9 reInitializes the pump, starts the pump again

and writes the old rate to the pump.
- calls to: INIPMP, PPSTAR, WRRATE.
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